Temporomandibular Joint: MR Imaging of Internal Derangements and Postoperative Changes
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Nineeen abnormal temporomandibular joints (TMJs) imaged with high-field-strength surface-coil MR are presented to illustrate specific changes associated with disk derangement, trauma, and previous surgery. Cases were selected from a series of 248 TMJ MR studies in 144 patients (9–68 years old, 130 females and 14 males) performed during a 5-month period. Surgical findings were available for correlation in 44 of the 248 joints studied. Increased signal caused by myxoid degeneration within the degenerating meniscus was seen, as were pathologic changes including atrophy, fibrosis, and contracture of masticatory muscles occurring with internal degradements. Advantages and limitations of MR are discussed with reference to arthrography and videofluoroscopy. High-resolution and partial-flip-angle images of a normal joint are provided for comparison.

In most clinical circumstances, MR is the procedure of choice when examining the TMJ, because it provides contrast resolution of soft-tissue structures superior to that of conventional imaging techniques.

MR is an established technique for diagnosing internal derangements of the temporomandibular joint (TMJ) [1–5]. The lack of ionizing radiation and noninvasive characteristics of MR make it the examination of choice over arthrography in most clinical circumstances. MR provides superior contrast resolution of soft-tissue structures as compared with conventional imaging procedures. Our intention is to present TMJ alterations imaged with a 1.5-T magnet. We report changes observed with trauma and various surgical procedures and describe our early experience with partial-flip-angle imaging techniques.

Materials and Methods

Two hundred forty-eight TMJ MR studies were performed in 144 patients between January 2 and May 30, 1987, with a 1.5-T GE imaging system using an 8.9-cm surface coil. The first 56 joints in the series were imaged with T1-weighted 3-mm-thick contiguous interleaved partial-saturation images that had a repetition time (TR) of 500 msec, echo time (TE) of 20 msec, 256 × 128 matrix with four signal acquisitions, and 12-cm field of view for the closed-mouth series and two acquisitions for the open-mouth sequence. The last 192 joints in the series were studied with contiguous 3-mm-thick sagittal images that had TR = 500 msec, TE = 20 msec, 256 × 256 matrix, and two acquisitions for the closed-mouth series. Open-mouth views were obtained with 3-mm images with a 2-mm gap and two acquisitions. Closed- and open-mouth examinations required 8 min 35 sec and 4 min 18 sec, respectively. Selected cases were examined with the spin-echo technique (TR = 2000 msec, TE = 20/80 msec) if inflammatory disease or joint fluid was suspected. Occasionally, nine contiguous interleaved 3-mm-thick T1-weighted coronal images were obtained through the condyle and pterygoid muscles with TR = 500 msec, TE = 20 msec, 256 × 256 matrix, and one acquisition, mostly to assess suspected bony and muscular disease. Nine sagittal images were obtained through the full width of the condyles after obtaining a short axial localizing sequence (Fig. 1). Most patients (all cases reported) were screened with preliminary submentovertex and open-mouth, jaw-protruded anteroposterior radiographs of the skull base and closed- and open-
Results and Discussion

Normal Joint Anatomy

Normal TMJ anatomy is sharply defined with surface-coil MR (Fig. 2) [2–8]. The normal meniscus is biconcave in appearance and is located between the articular surfaces of the mandibular condyle and temporal bone. The thickest portion of the posterior band of the meniscus is usually centrally situated on top of the condyle in coronal images. A normal meniscus emits a homogeneously low signal. Masticatory muscles and meniscal attachments are demarcated by adjacent fat (Figs. 2 and 3). The superior belly of the lateral pterygoid muscle attaches to the lateral pterygoid plate anteriorly and to the central and medial aspect of the anterior meniscus attachment posteriorly, and asserts traction on the normal meniscus during forward movement (translation) of the condyle. The inferior belly of the lateral pterygoid muscle extends between the inferior aspect of the lateral pterygoid plate and the fovea of the condylar neck and pulls the condyle forward during contraction. The medial pterygoid, the temporalis, and the masseter all function in jaw closure. Abnormalities of muscle function may be directly visualized with dynamic partial-flip-angle techniques [9].

It is important to note that standard T1-weighted open-mouth MR views frequently demonstrate a diminished amplitude of forward condylar translation owing to patient difficulty in maintaining a maximum open-mouth position for the time required for imaging, regardless of the presence or absence of internal derangement. This problem is completely solved with partial-flip-angle techniques, in which images are obtained in as little as 3 sec. T2* characteristics are accentuated with the partial-flip-angle technique used in the study.

Internal Derangements

Abnormalities of meniscus position and morphology are clearly defined with MR (Figs. 3–9). Most internal derangements involve soft-tissue structures, which may be impossible to demonstrate with noninvasive conventional imaging techniques. Anterior displacement of the meniscus is the most common internal derangement affecting the TMJ. With forward meniscus displacement, the posterior attachment (bilaminar zone) is stretched and may exhibit either attenuation or thickening and redundancy (Figs. 5 and 7). Medial or lateral displacement commonly accompanies anterior meniscus displacement and advanced internal derangements. Medial vs lateral meniscus displacement can be determined from sequential sagittal images alone if they cover the full width of the condyle; however, when there is unusual condylar anatomy, coronal images may be applied (Fig. 6). The combination of anterior and medial meniscus displacement is a frequent cause of clinical “closed lock.” Thickening and deformity of the meniscus may be observed. Perforations of the meniscus and attachments may be diagnosed (Figs. 7 and 8). Perforation is a common false-positive finding with MR owing to the often attenuated appearance of the stretched bilaminar zone in cases of chronic anterior displacement. Abnormalities of

mouth lateral TMJ tomograms. The base view of the skull was used for head positioning relative to the surface coil in an attempt to obtain cephalometrically corrected sagittal MR images. Patients with restricted condylar translation were generally examined in the closed-mouth position only, particularly when significant meniscus displacement and intrinsic derangement was observed. Open-mouth views were obtained when only mild abnormalities were seen on closed-mouth images.

The last 52 joints (29 patients) in the series were studied routinely with a combination of standard T1-weighted closed-mouth and partial-flip-angle techniques or GRASS (gradient recalled acquisition in the steady state), which allowed for rapid sequential scanning of the joint in various stages of opening in as little as 3 sec per image. A technique with TR = 21 msec, TE = 12.5, and flip angle of 30° was used with a 128 × 256 matrix and 16.5-cm field of view. There was no change in patient positioning between standard and partial-flip-angle imaging sequences. A midcondylic location was selected for the single 5-mm-thick image that this technique yields with each imaging sequence. A Burnett TMJ device* was used to regulate the degree of mouth opening. Three to 12 sequential images with 3-mm opening steps were obtained for dynamic viewing of joints. Partial and fully open GRASS images were obtained in conjunction with the standard T1-weighted images in most cases. The average examination time for a bilateral closed-mouth-only examination was about 30 min, while bilateral closed- and open-mouth studies required an average of 50 min. Nine examinations were terminated because of claustrophobia. Six procedures were considered to be technically inadequate for diagnosis owing to patient motion. Nine examinations were inconclusive owing to limitations of spatial resolution and/or unusual anatomy. Arthrography and videofluoroscopy provided conclusive information in five of these nine inconclusive cases. Nine joints (nine patients) were also evaluated with dual-compartment arthrography and videofluoroscopy [6]. To date, surgical results are available in 44 joints from the series.

the lateral pterygoids and other masticatory muscles may be observed primarily or in association with various internal derangements. Fibrosis and contracture of the superior belly of the lateral pterygoid muscle may accompany chronic anterior and medial displacement of the meniscus, particularly when there is rupture or perforation of an attenuated posterior attachment. This finding is also sometimes observed after meniscectomy, with or without prosthetic meniscus implants (Fig. 9). Videofluoroscopy and dynamic partial-flip-angle techniques demonstrate that muscle atrophy frequently accompanies meniscus degeneration and bony deformity.

Intrinsic Histochemical and Structural Meniscus Alterations

Intrinsic histochemical changes within the deranged or degenerating meniscus may be diagnosed in vivo. Myxoid degeneration of meniscus fibrocartilage may result in increased signal intensity within a diseased meniscus, with or without displacement, identical to pathologic changes observed within the knee (Figs. 3, 4, 8, and 10) [10–14]. High-resolution T1-weighted images are needed to diagnose intrinsic meniscus lesions, as these changes may not be apparent on T2-weighted images, in part owing to decreased spatial resolu-
Fig. 3.—Chronic anterior meniscus displacement with normal pterygoid muscles (image through medial pole of condyle), superior belly (sb), and inferior belly (ib) of lateral pterygoid muscle is well defined. Meniscus (curved arrow) is anteriorly and medially displaced (medial displacement determined by reviewing sequential lateral to medial images) and shows increased signal (compare with Fig. 2A). Medial pterygoid muscle (mp) lies deep to temporalis muscle. Note diminished signal (straight arrow) from hyperostosis in condyle.

Fig. 4.—Anterior meniscus displacement (arrow) with reduction (B) in 29-year-old woman with 2-year history of temporomandibular pain and clicking. Note increased meniscus signal (arrow).

Fig. 5.—Nonreducing chronic meniscus derangement resulting in clinical closed lock. A, Closed-mouth image shows anterior displacement of meniscus (straight black arrow) with stretching of posterior attachment (white arrow), which appears attenuated (curved arrow) near meniscus attachment (there was no perforation at surgery). Note normal (concentric) condylar positioning within glenoid fossa. B, Maximal open-mouth view shows nonreduction of thickened and deformed meniscus (arrow). Note normal meniscus signal intensity despite chronic displacement and deformity.

Trauma

MR may be used to evaluate the traumatized TMJ for assessment of the severity of injury and surgical planning. Traumatic derangement may result in chronic pain and diminished condylar translation clinically. Muscle spasm, headaches, bony alterations, muscular contracture, and malocclusion are known sequelae of fractures involving the condyle and condylar neck [15]. TMJ hematomas frequently occur with condylar fractures and direct blows to the mandible and commonly result in formation of adhesions (Figs. 11–13). Adhesions are seen as areas of diminished signal intensities on T1-weighted images surrounding or adjacent to the meniscus and condyle, often obliterating the normal fibrofatty tis-
sues seen in normal joints [2, 5, 11]. MR is of particular value in the evaluation of late, traumatic sequelae, since soft-tissue structural alterations often cannot be seen with conventional imaging techniques, and arthrography/videofluoroscopy may be difficult to perform when adhesions are present.

Postoperative TMJ

A number of surgical procedures have been described for the correction of internal derangements [15–22]. Simple meniscectomy and meniscus plication procedures are all commonly performed surgical procedures. Condylectomy and reduction osteotomy of the articular eminence (eminectomy) are used less often. A number of different temporary and permanent meniscus implants after disk removal have been and continue to be used. MR permits direct evaluation of the postoperative joint. Limited skull films and conventional lateral tomograms are helpful in conjunction with MR, as it is important to distinguish calcification from hypointense scar tissue. This combination generally clarifies the type and extent of prior joint manipulation. Submentovertex and posteroanterior
Fig. 11.—Subacute temporomandibular joint trauma.
A, Sagittal closed-mouth image (256 x 128 matrix) shows rotational dislocation of condyle out of glenoid fossa (white arrow) owing to condylar neck (cn) fracture. Meniscus (black arrow) is anteriorly and medially displaced by lateral pterygoid contracture.
B, Axial spin-echo (TR = 2000 msec, TE = 80 msec) image, 5 mm thick, shows fluid (arrow) filling glenoid fossa.
C, 3-D CT scan shows anteromedial displacement of condyle (c) owing to condylar neck fracture. Glenoid fossa (arrow) is empty. At surgery, performed to reduce complete closed lock and reposition condyle, adhesions, fluid, and blood breakdown products were found within glenoid fossa above displaced meniscus.

Fig. 12.—Chronic deformity from old intracapsular fracture of condyle (c). Meniscus (curved arrow) exhibits normal signal intensity and is normally positioned relative to deformed condyle. Posterior attachment (short white arrow) is redundant and separated from meniscus because of large perforation (long white arrow) encountered at surgery. Note scarring and fibrosis within medioposterior aspect of temporalis muscle (T) insertion (arrowhead).

Fig. 13.—Chronic adhesions and dystrophic ossification (black arrow) secondary to old trauma. Meniscus (open arrows) was found to be totally adhesive to temporal bone (straight arrows) due to extensive adhesions. Soft-tissue calcification was present throughout joint space.

Fig. 14.—Optimal 12-month postmeniscectomy temporomandibular joint. Articular cortex of temporal bone (straight arrows) is slightly thickened but retains its normal sigmoid curvature. Articular space (arrowheads) is maintained by articular-bearing surface cartilage and fibrofatty tissue on this closed-mouth image. Note prominent attachment from inferior belly of lateral pterygoid muscle (curved arrow), shown to be noncalcified on conventional lateral temporomandibular joint tomograms.

open-mouth, jaw-protruded views of the mandible are also helpful, since discrepancies in condylar shape and height may be detected as degenerative remodeling consequences of chronic internal derangements, trauma, and surgical manipulation of the joint.

After meniscectomy, the amputated posterior and anterior meniscal attachments are seen at the margins of the articular space (Figs. 14 and 15). Typically, some remodeling changes result in thickening of the articular surfaces of both the glenoid fossa and condyle, both of which may become slightly flattened. Ideally, the articular space is maintained by bearing surface fibrocartilage. Temporary meniscus implants are commonly used after meniscectomy to prevent the formation of adhesions. Postoperative bony remodeling changes may be
distinguished from ordinary osteoarthritis by using conventional tomography alone; however, MR is needed to observe adhesions and other soft-tissue structures within the joint [5, 10, 11]. Relative narrowing of the articular space is often observed without functional disturbance after successful meniscectomy (Fig. 15A). Irregular articular surfaces and adhesions can result from unsuccessful surgery with permanent meniscus implants (Fig. 15B). In this circumstance, the patient may experience pain, crepitus, and limitation of joint motion.

Permanent meniscus prostheses are easily studied with MR (Figs. 16–18). Granulation tissue, joint fluid, and adhesions may be detected. Perforation of an implant can occur (Fig. 17). Destructive changes observed with certain permanent meniscus prostheses (Fig. 18). Marked irregularity of articular surfaces with decreased signal intensity is noted. Prosthetic material can be sharply demarcated from adjacent tissues. Note postsurgical changes in temporal bone (open arrows), where implant is anchored.

Fig. 20.—Standard T1-weighted (A) and 3-sec, partial-flip-angle (B and C) images show nonreducing meniscus derangement. A, Meniscus (arrow) is displaced and deformed. B and C, Closed- (B) and maximal open- (C) mouth GRASS images (TR = 21 msec, TE = 12.5 msec, 30° flip angle, 256 × 128 matrix, one acquisition, 3 sec) show nonreduction of displaced meniscus (arrows).
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